Team Name:
Party #47: Search Party (A Scavenger Hunt throughout Manhattan)
9-10PM: Arrival at the studio (Headquarters) / 10PM-1AM: Hunt
1AM: DEADLINE for being back in the studio for announcement of winning team.

We have 5 cars available to the first 5 teams to sign up. Teams that sign up afterwards are still eligible to compete, but w/o one of our
cars. Each team receives a Bingo Card upon arrival in the studio. Each square on the Bingo Card contains a clue. The first team to
get 5 items in a row (horizontally, vertically, or diagonally) and bring them back to the studio, wins. Teams may split up.
If by 1AM no team has completed a row, then the team with the most squares completed wins.
We will keep track of the progress of all the teams back at Headquarters.
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Convert 600 minutes to degrees.
Go there and ask for Plato.
He will ask you if you are ignorant
of geometry.
Tell him “mathematics has come
to be the whole of philosophy.”
He’ll give you what you need
to fill this square.
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you will receive a clue to
solve the center square!
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PS: Any U.S. coin from the year of the Roswell Crash.
AS: Photo of a team member on one of these.
RS: An undergrad student from here.
TS: G-string from the House Mom.
(Number of points in a game, plural.)
YS: 47 different kinds of these.
PE: Anagram. Video of all team members
singing this song. Karaoke.
AE: From anyone with a 47th St. address.
RE: NYPD. The hat. For real.
TE: Towel from this hotel.
YE: Ticket stub from the top.
PR: Photo of team member riding this.
AR: (See picture.)
RR: In the flesh.

UNION

TR: St. Mark’s Place.
YR: Photo of a team members here
wearing the Milton Glaser shirt.
PC: Any cardboard sign and photo of
team member with sign’s author.
AC: Signed playbill from cast member.
RC: The menu “by itself.”
TC: Receipt from “I’ll have what she’s having.”
YC: 5 different varieties.
PH: Photo of team member driving.
AH: Fax your answer to the studio.
(No exponents.)
RH: One of these from Mt. Sinai Hospital.
TH: Ticket stub.
YH: Any metal sign from underground.

